
 

 

 

Based on that premise, he founded the ACT foundation aimed at transforming the lives of orphans in 
order to challenge the status quo. His foundation seeks to empower the less privileged with  21st century 
skills especially ICT skills as well as tailoring, wood work, capacity building programs needed to create a 
self-sustaining life.  

He is deeply motivated by the desire to impact lives especially those from impoverished backgrounds 
particularly orphans who have no access to technology. He is taking the lead in molding the lives of 
orphans from a food/clothing oriented to a technologically inclined orphan. 

He is devoted to create the future we envisage tomorrow, today by connecting voluntary tech experts 
with Orphanages for knowledge transfer in key areas such as  Microsoft packages, video editing, web 
development, which is step to reduce poverty and improve quality education which are part of the 
Sustainable Development goals. His goal is to set equipped computer labs across orphanage homes and 
also link seemingly smart but poor kids to scholarship opportunities and grants. 

 

Follow this youtube link  to know more about ACT Foundation. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdxTxXhtczM&t=292s 

 

 

Contact Aben Cistus Tita on  

Facebook : Aben Cistus 

YouTube: Aben Cistus  

LinkedIn: Aben  Cistus   

Instagram: act_einstein 

Email:abencistus@gmail.com 

Aben Cistus Tita is a Cameroonian  with a  first class degree in Petroleum 
Engineering from a top tier university(Covenant University- Nigeria) who is  self- 
motivated, career oriented. He is a social impact enabler who strongly  believes that  
we can all create a better world through technology and social inclusion. He is also a 
energy enthusiast and a climate action activist. 

Growing up as an orphan in an Orphanage Home and as someone who understands 
the pain of an orphan, he realized that most visitors and donors/well-wishers paid 
greater attention in providing  food items and clothing but little emphasis was 
placed on skill development for the orphans.  

 

 



 

 

 

 


